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Abstrat. The artile examines the paper of the Alexandrian astronomer Claudius Ptolemy's

"Phases of the �xed stars." By analyzing the alendar dates heliaal risings and settings of

stars shows that these dates are the result of alulations, whih are based on photometri

system of the "Almagest" star atalogue.
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1. Introdution

The famous paper of the Alexandrian astronomer Claudius Ptolemy (1816)

"Phases of the �xed stars" is a alendar of weather preditions based on visi-

bility of stars. The �rst part of this study has been lost. We have the seond

part where an information is given almost for every day of the ivil alendar it

is informed about the event of rising or setting of a star in a ertain limate.

In anient times, there was a geographial division of the Earth aording to

limates. Eah limate orresponds to a partiular maximum of the day length.

For example, a 14-hour limate orresponds to the territory (or latitude) where

the maximum duration of the daylight is 14 hours. The appearane of eah star

is aompanied by a desription of related weather phenomena that our on

the spei�ed day in several hosen limates.

The similar stellar alendars were neessary to identify the main events of

agriultural year. In Greek astronomy, the �rst attempt to de�ne onformity

between visibility of the stars and nature events belongs to Hesiod (2001).

Aording to Hesiod the days of the solsties, the morning rising and evening

setting of Pleiades and the evening rising of Arturus determined �ve �xed

points of the year. With their help, the year was divided into seasons whih

de�ned the time of sowing, reaping, harvesting grapes and navigation. Evkete-

mon's parapegm onsisted of several dozen events of risings and settings of

stars, whih were followed by the predition of weather phenomena typial of

the given time (Van der Waerden, 1974). Evktemon's parapegm did not reah

us in its original form, but it was reonstruted by Rehm (1913) on the basis

of Greek soures (Kurtik, 2001). In the annex to the Gemin's paper "Introdu-

tion to the (elestial) phenomena" the exerpts of parapegms from di�erent

authors were olleted. The problem of analysis of these data is that the data

were opied many times. As a result, they ontain random errors and targeted

orretions, when the opyist of the text thought that he eliminates the ina-

uray. In the "Natural History" by Pliny there is a ompilation of hundreds

of observations about the rising and setting of stars for di�erent ountries and

assoiated with these events, agriultural advie (Pliny, 2009). By the number

of preditions and the geographi sope Ptolemy's study "Phases of the �xed

stars" is the most omprehensive of all the Greek works.
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Let's note that in the literature, "Phases of the �xed stars" is alled

"Phases" to redue the Greek name "Φασεισ απλανων αστεπων". In the

future, we will stik to this terminology.

The most detailed investigations of "Phases" belongs to Vogt (1920) and

Grassho� (1993). These studies are based on originally inorporated opposing

views on the ontents of "Phases". Vogt believed that, in general, "Phases" is

the result of observations. Indeed, in the Book VIII of the Almagest Ptolemy

argues that to determine the ar of visibility of eah star it is neessary to

hold separate observations. It is unlikely that Ptolemy himself onduted ob-

servations on di�erent parallels; however, he ould use observations of other

astronomers. For example, in the "Natural History" by Pliny reports of stel-

lar visibility for Italy (Rome), Greee (Attia+Beotia), Egypt and Assyria are

presented. Pliny was not an astronomer and it is unlikely that he made ob-

servations himself. It is believed he borrowed the real observations from other

people. Some desriptions of observations were distorted and in these ases we

�nd large errors. Thus, Vogt's point of view has a base.

Grassho� takes the opposite point of view. He assumes that the events of

the stellar visibility whih are desribed in the alendar of Ptolemy are resulted

from alulation. Taking into aount Ptolemy's methods, whih he used in

the Almagest and possibilities whih are onsistent with his historial era,

Grassho� o�ers a simple linear model. This model desribes the dependene

of the ar of visibility γ on the di�erene between the azimuths ∆θ for a given
stellar magnitude.

γscopic = γ(3600 −∆θ)/3600

In Morelon's study (Morelon, 1981) there is a fragment of text of Arab as-

tronomer Thabit ibn Qurra, who quotes Ptolemy's method of alulating the

ar of visibility. Grassho� shows that the model used by Ptolemy is fully on-

sistent with its reonstrution.

But it does not imply that the "Phases" wholly or partly were alulated

by the o�ered model. In �g. 8 of this work Grassho� provides the dependene

of the ar of visibility on the di�erene between the azimuths for the stars of

the �rst magnitude. In this �gure every event of stellar visibility orresponds to

a ertain point. All the points are grouped in three lusters whih orrespond

to θ1 = −1800±450, θ2 = 00±450 and θ3 = 1800±450. The �rst and the third

lusters orrespond to aronyhal risings and osmi settings, and the seond

one to heliaal risings and settings. Aording to Grassho�, the average value

of ar of visibility for the �rst-magnitude star is about 7.50 for aronyhal and
osmi events. However, the author does not provide the method by whih

these values were alulated aording the data of "Phases".

The main purpose of this investigation is to determine whether the ontents

of "Phases" is a result of atual observations or events of stellar visibility were

alulated.

2. The ontents of "Phases of �xed stars"

Visibility of the stars. "Phases" desribes the beginning and the end of

thestellar visibility. In general ase we di�erentiate four events. The �rst morn-

ing visibility is the event when star omes out from behind the Sun and beomes
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visible in the rays of dawn. The last evening visibility is the event, when star

is moving loser to the Sun and grows invisible in the glow of sunset. The

�rst event is alled heliaal rising and the seond one - heliaal setting. The

�rst evening visibility or aronyhal rising is the event when star has the �rst

visibility during twilight after sunset. The last morning visibility or osmi set

is ase when the star has the last visibility during morning sunrise.

In the Almagest Ptolemy provided elipti oordinates and the value of

stellar magnitude for eah star. Therefore, we an ompare the brightness of a

star in the Ptolemai system with its brilliane in the �lter "V" of Johnson's

system, whih is similar to the human vision during twilight. The ompar-

ison showed that sometimes Ptolemy's values of stellar magnitude are lose

to the values of Johnson's system, but in some ases the di�erene is signif-

iant. Ptolemy's errors have a random and systemati harater, whih is a

onsequene of an unfortunate hoie of stars-standards.

Let's note that the moments of aronyhal rising and osmi setting are de-

termined less aurately than the moments of heliaal sunrises and sunsets. In

the latter ase, we �x a spei� event of the beginning or �nishing of visibility,

whih is uniquely determined. The moment of osmi setting (and similarly

aronyhal rising) is determined with greater unertainty beause the star an

be observed before the beginning of the event and after it. In this ase, to �nd

the date of osmi setting the observer has to evaluate the brightness of twi-

light sky and use it as a standard for subsequent observations. The standard

brightness of the dawn is hosen subjetively, so it is di�ult to obtain the

moment of the osmi setting from diret observation.

Stars. In "Phases" Ptolemy mentions 33 stars, if we take into aount the

stars, whih are mentioned at least only one. Among them, 29 stars have

univoal identi�ation, and in 4 ases the identi�ation is doubtful, see Annex

1. The identi�ed stars are either of the brightest stars on the sky, or ones of

the most brilliant stars of the onstellations. The reliability of identi�ation is

provided by Ptolemy's verbal desription, whih is beyond any doubt. In this

list the only faint star is the "star in the knee of Sagittarius" with magnitude

mV = 3.96m. However, in this ase one verbal desription is quite enough.

The list of stars that Ptolemy alls by proper names is of interest. They

are: Ear (α Vir), Arturus (α Boo), Antares (α So), Goat (α Aur), Canopus

(α Car), Dog (α CMa), Proyon (α CMi). For some reason this list does not

ontain bright suh stars as Regulus (α Leo), Vega (α Lyr) and Altair (α Aql)

whih names are mentioned in the "Almagest".

Let's onsider the list of unidenti�ed stars. The �rst in this list is "the

brightest star in Aquarius" (month 12, day 27). However, in Aquarius, there

are no bright stars at all. The brightest stars are β Aqr and α Aqr whih have

third magnitude mV = 2.91m and mV = 2.96m. So we an selet any star

from this pair. Taking into aount that the star with suh verbal desription

is mentioned in the "Phases" only one, it is impossible to �nd preferene for

one of these stars by modeling the onditions of visibility. Usually, a star with

reliable identi�ation is used about 6-10 times, beause events of rising and

setting are desribed for di�erent limates. Therefore, we an assume that the

stars mentioned at least only one are desribed inorretly.

Equally there are doubts about identi�ation of the star alled as "the last

star in Taurus". In "Phases" it was referred only one (month 2, day 6) and its

visibility relates to the event of osmi setting. Aording to the "Almagest"
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star atalogue, the brightest and the last in longitude star in Taurus is ζ Tau

with magnitude mV = 3.0m. In the Almagest ζ Tau was desribed as "the star

at the end of southern horn" and this is the last star in the �gure of Taurus.

In Taurus there are �ve stars with greater longitude, whih are not inluded in

its �gure. Besides, all these stars have magnitude fainter than mV = 4 − 5m,
so ζ Tau is the best variant of identi�ation. But it is impossible to prove its

reliably on the basis of a single event.

"The star in the head of a Lion" is mentioned in "Phases" but aording

to the "Almagest" star atalogue there are two stars with suh desription:

ε Leo, mV = 2.98m and µ Leo, mV = 3.88m. The �rst one is brighter, so it

should be preferred. However, suh identi�ation is not obvious. Visibility of

this star is mentioned in two events, however, in one ase, the limate is not

spei�ed. As result we annot use this report to evaluate the best hoie from

this pair. The seond event (Epagomens, day 3) gives better �t to the seond

star µ Leo, but any evaluation based on a single observation is not reliable.

Therefore, we annot uniquely identify this star.

Aording to the "Almagest" atalogue "the last star in the River" has

the �rst magnitude. However, there is not any star at all at the oordinates

spei�ed by Ptolemy. Aording to oordinates the nearest star is θ Eri or

Aamar. Aamar is at 2.50 from the star �805 of the "Almagest" star atalogue

and it has the magnitude 3.24m. In the absene of other andidates, the star

atalogue �805 "Almagest" was identi�ed with θ Eri by Knobel and Peters

(1915). At the same time, they assumed that the author made misprint in the

stellar magnitude and instead letter "∆" he wrote the letter "A". In "Phases"

there are 9 events where visibility of this star is desribed. It allows to estimate

its magnitude based on mathematial modeling.

Climates. In total, the "Phases" ontains about 400 events in whih 9 li-

mates are mentioned. If in any message the information about the limate was

not spei�ed, all events related to this message were not onsidered in future

analysis. Fortunately, there are few messages relating to unknown limates. In

Annex 2, the distribution of events by limates is given, �g 1. Aording to

these data the following onlusions an be inferred.

First, 12.5, 16 and 16.5-hour limates are represented by single events. Also,

the 13-hour limate has a relatively low volume. Perhaps the Calendar was not

very important for these extreme southern and northern territories. Seond, the

largest number of messages are related to the parallels of the island of Rhodes

and Siena, but not to the limate of Alexandria, where Ptolemy onduted

observations. Third, most of the events relate to aronyhal risings and osmi

settings.

Weather events and their authors. Ptolemy aompanies eah message

about rising or setting star with a variety of weather phenomena with refer-

ene to di�erent authors. The authors are Hipparhus, Demoritus, Dosifej,

Eudoxus, Kalipa, Conon, Meton, Metrodorus, Philip, Caesar, Evktemon and

"Egyptians". The �rst 11 authors are spei� historial haraters. Ptolemy

refers the term "Egyptian" to a group of Greek authors, who observed in

Lower Egypt during the Hellenisti period. The examples of weather events

are: "equinotial wind blows from the east", "thunder and rain", "storm at

sea", "old air", and et.
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3. A photometri system of the "Phases"

So Ptolemy desribes about 400 events that take plae at 9 limates during

a year. It looks extremely doubtful, that he visited all limates and observed

all the phenomena by himself. Let's onsider two the most likely possibilities.

Ptolemy either ompiled "Phases" based on his own and borrowed observa-

tions, or alulated all the events of stellar risings and settings based on the-

oretial model. The latter possibility was tehnially realizable, sine for suh

alulation it is neessary to have a star atalogue and model of stellar visibility

during twilight. It's known that Ptolemy had the "Almagest" star atalogue,

and in the 8th book of the "Almagest", the onept of "arus of visionis" was

introdued. It allows determining the moments of stellar visibility as a funtion

of its magnitude and position in the sky.

Let's onsider the dependene of the ar of visibility γ on visual stellar

magnitude in Johnson's system mV and in the Ptolemy's system mP . If the

"Phases" are based on real observations, we an expet that the highest value

of orrelation oe�ient K, oe�ient of determination R2
and the lowest

value of p − V will provide the dependene γ(mV ). (The value p − V gives

an evaluation of the signi�ane of the regression equation.) Otherwise, if the

moments of visible stars were alulated, the dependene γ(mP ) will have the
best harateristis. In order to make a distintion between γ(mV ) and γ(mP )
more signi�ant we exluded from the analysis the stars whih have approxi-

mately the same magnitude |mV −mP | ≤ 0.35m in Johnson's and Ptolemy's

systems. To improve the quality of estimation of the regression parameters we

ombined the sets of morning and evening events by introduing a dummy

variable. Aronyhal and osmi events are de�ned with worse preision, so we

onsidered them separately.

The results of alulations are presented in Appendix 3. Comparison of

harateristis of models shows that, on average, they desribe the data "Phases"

for the photometri system of Johnson and the system of Ptolemy equally well.

In this ase, regression analysis an give preferene to neither of photometri

systems. If we substitute stars of the �rst and seond magnitudes in Ptolemai

model γT (mP ) = 9.8+2.2·mP we obtain γ(1) = 12.00 and γ(2) = 14.40. (Index
"T" means that this regression equation was obtained based on the total set of

observations. Values γR and γS were alulated based on events of �rst morn-

ing and last evening visibility.) The �rst value is lose enough to the Ptolemai

ars of visibility of Saturn and Mars (Toomer, 1998). However, Ptolemy does

not report visual magnitude for these planets, so we an only assume that he

attributed the brightness of Mars and Saturn to the �rst magnitude.

In Johnson's system the slopes of the regressions γR(mV ) and γS(mV )
onverge well with eah other, but there is a di�erene in the linear term (on-

stant). The onstant γT (mV ) in the equation orresponds to the phenomenon

of setting. To get the equation of the rising it is neessary to add a onstant

DV = 1.10. In the Ptolemai system, the opposite situation is realized. The

shift di�ers insigni�antly from zero DP = 00, but the slopes of regressions do
not math. This is explained by errors.

The value of the slope oe�ient is determined by the harateristis of

human vision, so it should be a onstant for the set of morning and evening

observations. Conversely, the onstant term of regression equation an be dif-
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ferent for the morning and evening observations. In this ase, the ar of vision

for a morning observation is greater than for an evening one for the same

star. This an be explained by the fat that in a morning observation the �rst

appearane of a star is reorded. In the evening observation we register the

date of the termination of stellar visibility. So, the last evening appearane

ourred the day before. During the day the Sun passes over the elipti about

10, what leads to dereasing a value of the ar of vision γS in omparison with

the previous day. In addition, there are objetive fators whih have in�uene

on visibility onditions. On the one hand, the morning atmosphere is usually

leaner than the evening one, so in the morning more favorable onditions are

realized. On the other hand, during the evening visibility, the plae of the stel-

lar appearane is well known from previous observations, but in the morning

observations the appearane of a star is known approximately.

In appendix 3, �g. 2 the dependenies of ar of vision γ on the di�erene

of azimuths of the rising(or setting) star θ∗ and the Sun θS for the stars of the

�rst and seond magnitude Ptolemy's atalogue are de�ned.

γ(1) = 12.36 − 0.090· | ∆θ |
γ(2) = 15.49 − 0.096· | ∆θ |

In the regression equations, onstants orrespond to the ars of visibility

for the stars of the �rst and seond magnitude at the time when the star is

diretly above the Sun,∆θ = 0. It provides the next estimates γ(1) = 12.40 and
γ(2) = 15.50. These results are in a good agreement with previously obtained

values γ(1) = 12.00, γ(2) = 14.40. Heterosñedastiity leads to biased estimates

of regression oe�ients and ine�ieny of estimates. Therefore, the evaluation

of the ars of visibility γ is more aurate for values |∆θ| ≤ 300.
In the Canon of Mas'ud (Biruni, 1976), the famous Khorezmian sientist

Biruni provided information about stellar ars of visibility from the lost study

of Ptolemy, "a book about rising of stars and storms."

Determining the value of redution [ar of visibility℄ Ptolemy, and [some℄

of his predeessors had this in mind. They found that for the stars of the �rst

magnitude is - two �fths of the zodia sign, and for the seond magnitude - half

of the zodia sign and similarly for the other quantities. Therefore, Ptolemy in

his "book about rising of stars and storms," says that he learnt [the information℄

about the stars that the anients alled invisible, suh as the stars of Arrow,

Dolphin and Pleiades. [Canon of Mas'ud, Part 2.℄

Thus, the ar of visibility is 2/5 part of the zodia sign, or γ = 120 for the
stars of �rst magnitude, and 1/2 part of zodia sign or γ = 150 for the stars

of seond magnitude. These values are with high auray orrespond to the

previously evaluated values.

It might be hypothesized that this oinidene is not aidental and "Phases"

is a fragment of the "Book about rising of stars and storms". It follows from

the title of study of lost Ptolemy's study that it was assoiated with the phe-

nomenon of stellar visibility and weather events. "Phases" are devoted to the

same subjet. Seondly, ars of visibility for stars of the �rst and seond mag-

nitude values whih we meet in the "Phases" and "Book about rising of stars

and storms" are the same. Both of these fats are in favor of this assumption.

Variables m and ∆θ are separated, so both derived equations γ(m) and
γ(|∆θ)| an be ombined into a single equation
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γ(m; |∆θ|) = 9.8 + 2.2 ·m− 0.093· | ∆θ |,

and γR = γS . On average, this equation desribes the events of "Phases"

satisfatorily. However, the proposed model is one of the possible models, be-

ause we do not know what kind of explaining variables was used by Ptolemy.

As a result, we an give preferene to neither of the photometri systems,

so on the basis of this analysis it annot be ontended that the ontent of

"Phases" was obtained by observations or not. Let's note that �g. 2 ontains

the points orresponding to the ars of visibility γ ≤ 8÷8.5. With these values

γ even the stars of zero magnitude annot be observed; however, the orre-

sponding points have been used in the onstrution of regression. Obviously,

the presene of suh data in "Phases" is the result of some systemati errors.

The ars of visibility for these unobserved stars were formally determined by

�nding the optimum.

4. The problem of aronyhal rises and osmi settings

As we brie�y mentioned above, the events of aronyhal rises and osmi set-

tings are determined from observations less preisely in omparison with the

heliaal phenomena. The main reason for this is as follows. At the heliaal

rising a star appears for the �rst time in the morning sky, and a period of its

visibility begins. At the heliaal setting a star hides in the rays of sunset and

a period of its invisibility starts. The moments of these events are �xed with

high preision, beause the ars of visibility are determined at the beginning or

�nishing of stellar visibility. In the ase of aronyhal rising (or osmi setting)

a star an be observed both before and after reahing the minimum value of

the ar of visibility. Due to this reason, it is very di�ult to obtain the ar of

visibility from observations.

Appendix 4, in �g. 3 shows an example of the alulation of funtions

f(hSun,H), whih haraterizes limiting visibility onditions for aronyhal

rising (or osmi setting) of Arturus and Spia. Algorithm for omputing the

funtion is as follows. Let's take some value of stellar altitude H and for a

given value of the extintion oe�ient k we alulate the total absorption in

the diretion of the star ∆m. Taking into aount atmospheri absorption, the

apparent magnitude of the star will bem′ = mV +∆m. Then, this value should

be substituted in the right-hand side of equations (3b) or (4b) of the study

(Belokrylov et al., 2011). The result is a minimal value of the Sun depression

below the horizon, hSun, whih is neessary for visual observation of the star

under the given onditions. Repeating this proedure for di�erent values of H,

we onstrut a funtion f(hSun,H), whih onnets the Sun depression below

the horizon hSun and the altitude of the star H.

Star remains visible everywhere on this line or beneath it. The range of

values H ∼ 0.50 ÷ 3.00 orresponds to the ase when a low-altitude star an

be observed at value of the Sun depression below the horizon, hSun < −70.
At this moment it is possible to observe the stars up to ∼ 4m in the zenith.

At values H ∼ 30 ÷ 70 the star is high enough above the horizon, and it is

muh less attenuated by the atmospheri absorption. This ase orresponds to

values of the Sun depression hSun = −3.50 ÷ −4.00 and greater brightness of
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the sunset. Stellar visibility beomes in both ases and from the point of view

of the observer a riterion of the event an be the brightness of the dawn, whih

orresponds to the aronyhal rising. However, the brightness of the dawn is a

very subjetive evaluation riterion. A similar situation ours in the ase of

osmi setting.

From mathematial point of view, the problem of �nding an ar of visi-

bility for aronyhal rising (osmi setting) an be solved if we onsider the

funtion Γ = |hSun + H|, �g. 4. We shall assume that the ar of visibility is

ahieved in the time t0, when the funtion Γ (H(t)) takes a minimum value:

γ = min(Γ (H(t))). For Arturus (k = 0.20), the dependene γA = Γ (H) ≈ 90

has a minimum value in the range 1.50 ≤ H ≤ 4.00. Thus, the arony-

hal ar of visibility for Arturus is 90. We alulated ars of visibility for

aronyhal rising (and osmi setting) for Arturus and Spia for di�erent ex-

tintion oe�ients: γA(αBoo; k = 0.25) ≈ γA(αV ir; k = 0.20) ≈ 100 and

γA(αV ir; k = 0.25) ≈ 110. Note should be taken that the aronyhal ars

are smaller than the heliaal ars only by about two degrees. For example,

γH(αV ir; k = 0.20) ≈ 120 and γH(αV ir; k = 0.25) ≈ 130. Therefore, if
Ptolemy did spot an aronyhal ar as half of the heliaal ar, then it was

wrong.

In Fig. 5 the traks orresponding to the evening visibility of Spia on

01, 10 and 20 April 2013 for the latitude of Alexandria, and the extintion

oe�ient k = 0.20 are shown. It follows from alulations that the minimum

of funtion Γ (H) is reahed on 09-10 April. However, the star remains visible

in the evening, both before and after reahing the optimum. Therefore, the

determination of aronyhal ar of visibility from the diret observations is a

di�ult task.

It is likely that the lak of lear riteria for the stellar visibility for arony-

hal rising and osmi setting leads to very large di�erenes in the evaluation

of this phenomenon. As an example, let's onsider Pliny's testimony (Book

XVIII) about osmi setting of the Pleiades:

Let us see, however, for example, a single disagreement among the authors

who live in one ountry, but ontradit to eah other. Hesiod says that the

Pleiades begin to rise in the morning, as soon as the autumnal equinox is over.

Thales assumes that it happens on the 25th day after the equinox, Anaximander

- on 31st day, Evktemon - on 44th day, Eudoxus on the 48th. (Pliny, pp. 353,
213.)

This quote shows, that there are three lusters of dates for the osmi

setting of the Pleiades: Hesiod (0 days after the equinox), Thales and Anax-

imander (25-31 days after the equinox), Evktemon and Eudoxus (44-48 days

after the equinox). Suh a large di�erene among estimates an not be ex-

plained by the e�et of preession, beause the in�uene of preession is very

slight on the interval of 100-300 years. The variation of the extintion oef-

�ient an provide a shift of event up to a few days. But Pleiades onsist of

faint stars, whih annot be registered on low altitudes at high air mass, so the

in�uene on a shift of extintion oe�ient is small. Hesiod's evaluation di�ers

from most of all other assessments, so it's possible to assume some error in the

original text. The di�erene in the estimates of other authors is from 4 to 23

days. This error an be explained in two ways.
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Greek authors determined the date of the osmi setting of the Pleiades,

using di�erent riteria of evaluation. We an add some small errors due to the

variation of extintion oe�ients. The seond way to explain suh di�erene

is that, as Biruni wrote (see quote above), nobody wathed faint stars suh as

the Pleiades, and their risings and settings were determined by the observation

of other stars. Perhaps this approah applies to the majority of Greek obser-

vations, but it is not fair for all ases. De�nition of the moment of setting of

the Pleiades by using various stars, inevitably leads to di�erent time estimates.

The di�erene will inrease even more if we add the error due to the ambiguity

of the de�nition of the onditions of osmi setting.

Let's return to the analysis of the aronyhal and osmi ars of vision,

whih an be evaluated from "Phases". Aording to Grassho� (1993) (Fig.

8) the ar of visibility lies in the range of 6 − 11 degrees for stars of the �rst

value range with the average value about γA ≈ 7.50. Let's note that aronyhal
(or osmi) ar of visibility annot be less than 10 degrees for the star of the

�rst magnitude in a very lear atmosphere k = 0.20. Therefore, the estimates
obtained by Grassho� raise serious doubt.

We arried out the veri�ation of "Phases's" ontents using proedures

desribed above. Aronyhal risings and osmi setting of α Leo, α Vir and α
Tau were onsidered. In the Ptolemai photometri system these stars belong

to the �rst magnitude. In addition, they are loated near the elipti, so at

aronyhal and osmi events they have a di�erene of azimuths with the Sun

lose to the 180 degrees. For eah of the stars it is neessary to de�ne funtion

and alulate a trak for the given date, similar to Fig. 5. The intersetion

point of funtion and trak orrespond to a value of aronyhal (or osmi) ar

of visibility laid down in the "Phases". Aording to our alulations, in most

ases, the alulated ar of visibility for eah of the onsidered stars does not

exeed the optimum value by more than one degree, i.e. γcalc ∈ [γA; γA + 1].
Thus, in the "Phases", the moments of aronyhal risings and osmi settings

are de�ned quite realistially.

5. Markers of the "Almagest"

In ase the "Phases" is really the result of the alulations made by Ptolemy

on the basis of the star atalogue "Almagest" the "Phases" has to inherit the

error brilliane of individual stars in the atalog. Therefore, the detetion of

suh errors would be a proof that the "Phases" is a by-produt of the star

atalogue "Almagest". Let's onsider some examples.

1. "Star in the knee of Sagittarius." Aording to the Almagest, "the

star at the knee of Sagittarius" has a magnitude mP = 2 − 3 (in Ptolemai

system). This value orresponds to a star of the seond magnitude, and the

stars with suh brilliane are represented in "Phases" in a large number of

events. Based on the oordinates and the verbal desription, "the star at the

knee of Sagittarius" is uniquely identi�ed with α Sgr whih has magnitude

mV = 3.97m. Data proessing of "Phases" shows that the maximum ar of

visibility for α Sgr is γH = 120. Aording to above mentioned estimates,

this value is aeptable for a star of the 2nd magnitude with the di�erene of

azimuths between the star and the Sun about |∆θ| = 300 ÷ 400. However, in
fat, α Sgr is the star of the 4th magnitude, and its ar visibility is not less
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than 200 (Belokrylov et al., 2011). Consequently, all the desriptions of α Sgr

visibility were obtained by Ptolemy not as a result of real observations but

were alulated on the basis of the "Almagest" stellar magnitude.

2. "The star is alled Dog." "The star, alled Dog" orresponds to α
CMa or Sirius. In Johnson's system, Sirius has magnitude mV = −1.46m, and
in the system of Ptolemy Sirius is the star of the �rst magnitude mP = 1. So,
the di�erene of magnitude is very notieable and equal ∆m = 2.46m. There-
fore, if the desriptions of visibility of Sirius are the result of observations, the

ar visibility of Sirius has to be signi�antly lower than the ar of visibility

that orresponds to a star of the �rst magnitude. Otherwise, Sirius's ar vis-

ibility will not di�er from other stars of �rst magnitude in Ptolemy's system.

For omparison, it is neessary to take stars whih have the same di�erene of

azimuths |∆θ| with a solar azimuth, Appendix 5.

In Johnson system, we ould not �nd stars of 1st magnitude, whih have

the same value of parameter |∆θ| as Sirius. Therefore, the stars of zero mag-

nitude were hosen. A omparison of the ar of visibility of Sirius during he-

liaal rising with three heliaal arhes visibility of Rigel (β Ori) shows that

γ(αCMa) ≤ γ(βOri), Table 4a. This implies that the ar of visibility of Sirius

does not exeed the ar of visibility of Rigel, hene these stars should have the

same magnitude. Table 4b shows the results of omparison for heliaal setting

of Sirius. It should be noted that the observations of Arturus and Sirius or-

responding to the ars of of visibility γ = 3.50 and γ = 5.50 are wrong so they
were exluded from onsideration. Perhaps the ar of visibility γ(βOri) = 70

is too small, although this is less important for analysis. The presented data

show that the average ar of visibility of Sirius does not exeed the value of

the similar ars of visibility of Arturus and Rigel. It should be noted that

in some observations Sirius has more favorable observing onditions, beause

|∆θ|(αCMa) exeeds |∆θ|(βOri). Therefore Sirius, Arturus and Rigel should

have roughly the same magnitude that we observe in the star atalogue of the

"Almagest".

3. "The star named Antares" and "bright stars in the Claws".

The bright stars in the Claws are the stars α Lib with magnitude mV =
2.75m (southern law) and β Lib with magnitude mV = 2.61m (northern law).

Antares or α So is the star with magnitude mV = 0.96m. The di�erene of

magnitude of these stars and Antares is about ∆m = 1.6m however, aording

to the star atalogue of "Almagest", all these stars have 2nd magnitude. The

di�erene of brilliane is so large that it an be used for veri�ation.

Evaluations of the ars of visibility whih orrespond to the events of heli-

aal rising and setting for α So, α and β Lib are shown in the Table 4. Two

events for Antares, whih orrespond to values of ars γ = 40 and γ = 80 are

erroneous. Estimated value of ar visibility for the star of the 1st magnitude

is γcalc ∼ 100. Taking into aount a olor amendment for Antares, the value

of ar an be redued to γ ≈ 90 (Belokrylov et al., 2011), whih is not enough

to observe the star.

Espeially these values of ars visibility annot math the stars of the 2nd

magnitude from the "Almagest" star atalogue. Therefore, the desriptions

orresponding to these ars of visibility are erroneous. It was estimated for a

set of other observations, that the ar of Antares orresponds to ars of α Lib

and β Lib. The equality of brilliane follows from the equality of the ars of

visibility. It leads again to the "Almagest" star atalog.
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4. "The last star in the River." Aording to the "Almagest" atalogue,

"the last star in the River" has the �rst magnitude. However, there are no

stars with the oordinates provided by Ptolemy and θ Eri or Aamar is the

nearest suitable star to the given oordinates. Aamar is loated about three

degrees from the star �805 of the "Almagest" atalogue, and it has visual

magnitude mV = 3.2m. In the absene of other andidates, the star �805 of

the "Almagest" was identi�ed by Peters and Nobel with θ Eri (Peters and

Knobel, 1915). At the same time, they assumed that the author made an error

in the stellar magnitude and instead of Greek letter "∆" he wrote the letter

"A". The alulated value of the ar of visibility does not exeed γ = 70,
whih an orrespond to the star of 1st magnitude at |∆θ| > 700. Moreover,

the presene of star of the �rst magnitude is more expeted than the presene of

the fourth magnitude, as all the other stars of the �rst magnitude are presented

in the "Phases".

From this the following hronology of events an be established. At �rst,

Ptolemy made an error with the star �805 from the star atalogue of "Al-

magest". There is probability that, aording to Peters and Knobel, he wrote

a wrong letter. But, we assume, that he inluded star of the �rst magnitude

in atalogue, beause he knew that suh star exists from some reports. When

Ptolemy made the "Phases", the star �805 was inluded in the set of the stars

aording to the formal riteria of the brilliane. Next, using stellar magnitude

and oordinates, he alulated the moments for its visibility and put them

together with other data. In this ase, Ptolemy did not make a veri�ation of

stellar visibility, beause in priniple, he ould not hek all the events for eah

limate.

Thus, in the "Phases" we found four unique errors of the "Almagest" star

atalog. Demonstrated errors are no exeption. This an be on�rmed by an-

alyzing the events of visibility whih orrespond to the stars whih brilliane

in Johnson's system and in Ptolemy's system di�er most of all. However, we

believe that the found evidene is su�ient. Consequently, Ptolemy's alendar

"Phases" is a by-produt in relation to the star atalogue "Almagest". That is,

the phenomena desribed in the "Phases" are the results of the alulations,

whih are based on data from the "Almagest" star atalog. The omputational

origin of the ontent of "Phases" an be on�rmed by the values of ars of

visibility with γ ≤ 80, Fig. 2. At suh values of the parameter γ it's impos-

sible to observe stars of zero and �rst magnitudes. However, everything falls

into plae, if we aept the assumption that the ontent of the "Phases" has

omputational origin.

6. Conlusion

The analysis showed that the events of the stellar rising and setting desribed in

"Phases" are the results of the alulations, whih are based on a photometri

system of the "Almagest" star atalog. The ar of visibility an be desribed

by the regression equation for |∆θ| < 900:

γ(mP ; |∆θ|) = 9.8 + 2.2 ·mP − 0.093 · |∆θ|.

It is reasonable to assume that Ptolemy used the stellar magnitude mP

and the di�erene azimuth between the Sun and the star |∆θ| as explanatory
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variables. However, we annot laim that his model ontained only the two

variables that the relationship was linear and it did not ontain ross-terms.

We found the values of the ars of visibility for stars of the 1st and 2nd

magnitude math with the similar values from the lost Ptolemy's study the

"Book about rising stars and storms". Taking into onsideration that both

works examine the onnetion of star visibility with weather events one an

assume that the "Phases" is an applied part from the "Book about rising stars

and storms". It is impossible to prove this hypothesis rigorously by using the

available data.

Veri�ation of Ptolemy's values of the ars of visibility whih orrespond

to aronyhal risings and osmi settings showed a good aordane with our

alulations. For the stars of the �rst magnitude heliaal and aronyhal ars

di�er by 1-2 degrees, so the ratio γA = γC = γH/2 is inorret. Aording

to our estimates, the data of the "Phases" orrespond to the values of ars

γA = γC = 10.50 ÷ 11.50 for the stars of the �rst magnitude, so the model

proposed by Grassho� does not math the ontents of the "Phases".
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Appendix 1. The stars whih were mentioned in the "Phases".

The star Desription of position

1 α Leo The bright star in the heart of Lion.

2 β Leo The star in the tail of Lion.

3 α Vir The star is alled Spia.

4 α Boo The star is alled Arturus.

5 α Lib The bright star in the south Claw.

6 β Lib The bright star in the northern Claw.

7 α Cen The star in the right leg of Centaur.

8 α So The star is alled Antares.

9 α CrB The bright star in Corona Borealis.

10 α Sgr The bright star at the knee of Sagittarius.

11 α Lyr The bright star in Lyra.

12 α Cyg The bright star in Bird.

13 α Aql The bright star in Eagle.

14 α PsA The bright star in South Fish.

15 α And Common star in Horse and Andromeda.

16 α Tau The bright star in Hyades.

17 α Per The bright star in Pursues.

18 β Ori Common star in Orion foot and in River.

19 γ Ori The star in the west shoulder of Orion.

20 ε Ori The middle star in Orion's belt.

21 α Ori The star in the east shoulder of Orion.

22 α Aur The star is alled Goat.

23 β Aur The star in the east shoulder of Charioteer.

24 α Gem The star in the head of west Twin.

25 β Gem The star in the head of east Twin.

26 α Car The star is alled Canopus.

27 α CMa The Dog.

28 α CMi The star is alled Proyon.

29 α Hya The bright star in Hydra.

30 β Aqr The bright star in Aquarius.

∗

31 ζ Tau The last star in Taurus.

∗

32 ε/µ Leo The star in the head of Lion.

∗

33 α/θ Eri The last star in River.

∗

Table 1. List of the stars whih were mentioned in the "Phases" is presented.

Last four stars have a poor identi�ation.
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Appendix 2. The limates whih were mentioned in the "Phases".

Fig. 1. The distribution of the number of messages on maximum duration of daytime. The

events of the �rst morning and the last evening visibility are marked by blak olumns. Gray

olumns orrespond to the whole set of events.

N Maximum duration of the day Geographi loation Coordinates

1 12.5h Avalitian bay 8025′

2 13h island Meroe 16027′

3 13.5h Siena 23051′

4 14h ountry's of lower Egypt 30022′

5 14.5h island Rhodes 360

6 15h Hellespont 40056′

7 15.5h mid of sea 45051′

8 16h mouth of Boristhen 48030′

9 16.5h south of Britain 51030′

Table 2. List of the limates.
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Appendix 3. The reonstruted models of the ars of visibility.

Photom. Number of Regression Evaluation of model

system observation equation quality

mP 41 γR = 9.4 + 2.5 ·m K = 0.54;R2 = 29
p− V < 10−3

mP 46 γS = 9.9 + 1.8 ·m K = 0.46;R2 = 21
p− V ≈ 10−3

mP 87 γT = 9.8 + 2.2 ·m K = 0.46;R2 = 20
DP = 0 p− V < 10−4

mV 41 γR = 12.1 + 1.4 ·m K = 0.47;R2 = 22
p− V ≈ 10−3

mV 46 γS = 10.6 + 1.2 ·m K = 0.52;R2 = 27
p− V < 10−3

mV 87 γT = 10.7 + 1.2 ·m K = 0.48;R2 = 22
DV = 1.1 p− V < 10−4

Table 3.

The models of the ars of visibility γR(m), γS(m), γT (m) depending on stel-

lar magnitude in Johnson's mV and Ptolemy's mP photometri systems are

presented. Models γR(m), γS(m), γT (m) were alulated based on events of

rising, setting and total set events respetively. In every set we onsidered

events where the relation |∆θ| ≤ 300 was exeuted. To evaluate the onsis-

teny of eah model orrelation oe�ient K, oe�ient of determination R2

and assessment of the signi�ane of the regression equation p− V were used.

Fig. 2. The dependene of the ar of visibility γ on the di�erene of azimuths |∆θ| of the
stellar rising (setting) θ∗ and a solar rising (setting) θS for the events mentioned in the

"Phases".
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Appendix 4. The alulation of onditions for aronyhal rising of Ar-

turus and Spia.

Fig. 3. The funtion hSun(H) de�nes a set of parameters during aronyhal rising (osmi

setting), when the extreme onditions of stellar visibility are realized. Above the funtion

hSun(H) stellar visibility is impossible; below this funtion an observer an register star.

hSun - is a depression of the Sun below the horizon, H - is a stellar altitude. The alulation

was made for the value of extintion oe�ient k = 0.25.
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Fig. 4. Funtion γ(hSun;H) de�nes a set of parameters during aronyhal rising (osmi

setting), when the extreme onditions of stellar visibility are realized. Stellar visibility is

possible on the area above eah plot. The alulation was made for the value of extintion

oe�ient k = 0.25.

Fig. 5. In this �gure the traks of evening (aronyhal) rising of Spia for the value of

extintion oe�ient k = 0.25 are presented. Eah trak orresponds to a ertain date: (1) -

01.04.2013, (2) - 10.04.2013, (3) - 20.04.2013.
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Appendix 5. A omparison of ars of visibility of Sirius and Antares with

other stars is shown.

Star α CMa β Ori β Ori β Ori

mV -1.46 0.12 0.12 0.12

∆θ 52 52 48 46

γ 11.2 7.5 9.8 11.9

Table 4a. Heliaal rising of Sirius.

Star α CMa α Boo α CMa α Boo α CMa α Boo β Ori β Ori β Ori β Ori

mV -1.46 -0.04 -1.46 -0.04 -1.46 -0.04 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

∆θ 53 50 48 45 40 39 39 39 33 33

γ 13.5 3.5∗ 10 8 5.5∗ 8.5 7 16 13.5 13

Table 4b. Heliaal setting of Sirius.

Star α So α So α Lib α Lib α So α Lib α So α Lib β Lib

mV 0.96 0.96 2.75 2.75 0.96 2.75 0.96 2.75 2.61

∆θ 42 36 35 30 26 24 21 16 15

γ 18.5 19 16.5 14.5 8∗ 14.5 4∗ 13.5 14

Table 4. Antares and bright stars in the Claws.

Marked values of the parameter γ orrespond to the events when the star

ould not be observed. mV - visual stellar magnitude; |∆θ| - di�erene between
the solar and the stellar azimuth during the event of heliaal rising or setting;

γ - heliaal ar of visibility.


